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Project Spotlight: UpToCode

Because everyone has a right to a safe home, Northeast Legal Aid (NLA) is shaking
things up with their new website UpToCode.  Through a series of guided interviews,
the free service helps tenants do the following: Discover their rights und...

Member Spotlight: Josh Lazar

We are heading south to Florida today to meet community member Josh Lazar, the
founder and Chief Everything Officer of TechThinkTankLLC. After more than 25 years
working for other organizations, Josh recently decided to focus full time on
TechThinkTa...

Webinar: Interactive Checklists

Skill Builder Webinar Series Title: Interactive Checklists Special Guest: Marc
Lauritsen Join us for the second webinar in our Skill Builder Series. This webinar will
feature Marc Lauritsen. After earning degrees from the MIT and Harvar...

Project Spotlight: Rentervention Chatbot Navigator and Expert System

The Law Center for Better Housing, Illinois Equal Justice Foundation, and the Lawyers
Trust Fund of Illinois have teamed up to create Rentervention: a Chatbot Navigator
and Expert System.  Conor Malloy, the Director, explained the concept beh...
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Webinar: Assemble Documents Faster

New! Skill Builder Webinar Series Title: Assemble Documents Faster Using Tools in
Word Special Guest: Deborah Savadra, the Legal Office Guru Join us for the first
webinar in our new Skill Builder Series featuring Deborah Savadra, who is...

Everyday Tech Tip #2: Outlook Templates

No matter whether you love it or hate it, email is a part of the office routine.
However, there are ways to make it less time consuming. One of those ways is
through the use of templates for emails that need to be sent frequently using
standard wordi...

Member Spotlight: Miri Pogoriler

Today, we are spotlighting community member Miri Pogoriler. Miri is the Project
Coordinator at Judicare Legal Aid and has worked on projects related to legal kiosks,
automated forms, guided interviews/triage, pro bono portals, and Legal Server. In
th...

Project Spotlight: A Tour of a Colorado Court House

Today, we are featuring the project "Tour of a Colorado Courthouse" being
developed by Colorado Legal Services, HELM Studio, and NuLawLab at Northeastern
University. The project gives website users, including self-represented litigants, the
oppo...
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Everyday Tech Tips

LSNTAP is pleased to announce the launch of our new microcast. Everyday Tech Tips
is a screencast that features short tips to make work more efficient. Some of the tips
that we'll feature may be familiar to you, but they may be new to others. Stick a...

Everyday Tech Tip #1: Gmail Templates

Email. No matter whether you love it or hate it, it is a part of the office routine for
many. However, there are ways to make it less time consuming. One of those ways
is through the use of templates for emails that need to be sent frequently using s...
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